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4, On Discontinuous Groups Acting on a
Real Hyperbolic Space. II

By Takeshi MOROKUMA

(Communicated by Kunihiko KODAIRA, M. J. A., Jan. 12, 1977)

0. Let G() be the motion group of a real n-dimensional hyper-
bolic space H. In 1 we apply the two theorems in the preceding note
[1] to give explicit fundamental domains and fundamental relations for
arithmetic discrete subgroups of G) where 4=<n__<9. In 2 we show
some examples of discrete subgroups by giving fundamental domains
in case n-3.

1 , We define an arithmetic group F of G(). Let H be the upper
half space {=(, ..., ) e R 0) of R with metric form ds

=( d.)/. Let Q be the matrix of degree (n+l)
/

0
o o-

--1
where 1_ means the uni mtrix o degree n--1. Le Xq be eon-
needed eomponen o he hypersuraee {x=*(x, ..., x+) R+[ *x.Q.x

1} o R+x. Then he motion group G) is the subgroup

( L(n+, R)I *.q.a=q, o(x)=x)
o GL(n+ 1, R). Is etion on H=H is given by g.= or

a rl
g 2 G(n),

aeM(n--l,R), , 6eR- (i=1 or 2),aeR (1i4), t=(t,),

-1 -1+) (e’+()rt+r)and ,=(’+()+),. We de-

noe by P he grou G SL(+I, Z). rom now on we assume
haNN9. We eonsrue a undamenal domain N fi for F. We
denote by F he subgrou of F=F fixing the oin a infinity con-
sidered o be eonained in 0N and by A the se {=(,...,)
+ < 1, >,>,>>... >

_
>0}. hen A is a fundamental

domain for , namely A=N and AA= for any
gF

where e means the unit element of G(). For each g e F--F we denote
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by D the set
/\ /eHl+l()>%/----- Note that >I= for
\ / 3 )O

g e P--E and =0 for g e E. The boundary of D is totally geo-
desic. Now let F denote the set D. Then by standard

r-r
arguments F is a fundamental domain for E. The assumption n9

means ha P is equal to ADo, where g= 1_ 0 being
0

sional simplex wih oally geodesic faces and wih one vertex (rest.
two veriees) as eus in ease N8 (rest. =9). he finess srueure
(,) o N is defined as ollows" Le , g,, ...,

_
and be

respectively he oins (1, 0, ..., 0, 1), (0, 1, 0, ..., 0, 1), , (0, 0, ...,
O,, (/, 1/, O, ..., O, g/l, /(, , 1, ..., O, , ..., /(, 1,
..,1,0, 9-(-1)) and 1/(1,1, ...,1, 9-) of UON.
(+1) oints p, g, pt, , ,..., are he vertices of N and pa is
middle poin of and g. Le Hg (resp. Hr) (1i) be he
(--l)-simlex wih vertices (resp. g), t, "",-t,.t, "’,P.

Clearly 0N= (g U Hr). We denote by he eolleeion of simliees, Hg, H; (1NiNe) and he lower dimensional face simliees of Hg or
H; (1i). is a subdivision of P. We can find he elements
9 e F (<iN) such ha H* =
be he subse {,..., } of F. hen

Proposition 1. The i (,) i t o P i the ee oI [1].
is a set of generators of (4n9) whose undamental relations

-1are g=e (lin, i3), g=e, (g g) =e (li<i+2]n), (g[g+)
=e (lin--2) and (g;g)=e. In consequence E/[P,E]=Z/2Z
generated by g.

Remark. In csen=2 (resp. n=3), E/[P, E]=Z/2Z@ Z/4Z (resp.
(Z/2Z)9. The group E> (n9) is a subgroup with index 2of the group
G GL(n+ 1, Z)which is generated by reflections. The latter group
has been treated by Vinberg [2].

2. We shall assume n=3. We define a polyhedron F, for each
pair of integers m2, l1. By a sphere we shall mean an upper half
sphere with centre in 3H. Let H: be a sphere with centre c. Let
H+,0, Ho, H,0, H,0 be 2m-spheres of the same radius such that each

H0 or H<0 (1 i m) crosses normally H: and that each H<0 (resp. Ho)
is tangent to H0 (resp. HA,0) (1i m) at a point of the circle
where Ho means H;,0. Assume that they are arranged counter-clock-

g+ + + +wise around H: in the above order LetK, L, ,, L,, K,, L,
be 2m spheres of the same radius and with centres outside H: such that
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/each K.+, (resp. L,) crosses normally both H_,0 and H+,0 (resp. both
H+,0 and H,0) and is tangent to the three spheres H:, L+_,, L+, (resp.
H,K+,I,K%,) (see the figure). They are uniquely determined and
turn counterclockwise around H. Let V (resp. W) be the sphere
with centre c such that each H,0’ (1 <_ i <_m, s +_) (resp. each K,,/ L,+
(l_<i_<m)) is tangent to V (resp. W) rom the inside o V (resp. W).
Let HI, (l<_i<_m, s--_+) be the reflection of H,0 with respect to V.
Let K, (resp. L,) (l_<i_<m) be the reflection of K+, (resp. L+,) with
respect to W. Inductively we define V# (resp. W#) (2__< ]__< 2/) to be the
reflection of V#_ (resp. W#_) with respect to W#_ (resp. V#), HI,#
(l<_im, ----+/-, 2_<]__<2/) be the reflection of H,_ with respect to V#,
K, (resp. L+,) (l<_i<_m, 2<=]_<1) be the reflection of K,_ (resp.
L,_) with respect to W#_, and K, (resp. L,) (l<_i<_:m, 2_]1) be
the reflection of K, (resp. L+,) with respect to W#_. Let H; be the
sphere W. We denote by F,--F the polyhedron

with 2(4ml/m/l)-aces, where Dn (resp. D*) means the half
space over (resp. under)the half sphere H. We denote by P the natu-
rally defined subdivision of F,. We denote each 2-dimensional ace
of F corresponding to the sphere H,, etc. by the same letter. Let

H/ =H,t,a, (l<i<m, 0]<2/) be the element of G such that
a,F F= and a, fixes the tangent point of H, and H,. , (resp.
,,) (l_<i_<m, l_]_l) be the element of G such that K+fl, ,=K, (resp.
,,L+,=L,),, fl,F F-- (resp. ,F F=) and fl, (resp. ,,) fixes
the tangent point of K, and K,y, (resp. L.+., and L.y)., Let , be the
element of G such that H=H, FF= and , stabilizes any line
through c in 3H.
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Proposition 2. Let be the collection of all the ,, fl,, T,, T
above. Then (,) is fit for F,. The group I, generated by
has the fundamental relations -- - _+, , e,

-i -i -i -i -i -i
im, l]l). In consequence F/[F, F,]=Z+++.

Remark. F, is torsion ree and the Betti numbers of H/F,
are b0=l, b=b=2ml+m+l+l and b=0. The volume of H/F,

1 / l+sinxdx where,0=(-1) 1
equals to 8ml 20-- log

1 sin x ,=0 (2n + 1)"
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